CORRIGENDUM – V

Sub: Balance Civil work including Plumbing & Sanitary works of District Headquarter Hospital (DHH) building for construction of DHH with 100 bedded MCH project at Kendrapara, Odisha.

Ref 1. NIT No- WRO/CON/757/0256 dtd. 18.03.2020

BIDDER SHOULD NOTE THE FOLLOWING CHANGES:

1. “Bidder has to quote the amount of the item No.74 under structural glazing in the summary sheet- in front of editable cell of Grand Total (In Words) and then mention the Grand total in the same cell.”

| Grand Total (In Words) | "Quoted Rate and Amount of item No.74 of Structural Glazing is – Rate-Rs……………/ Amount-Rs……………………/- and the Quoted Grand Total of the Tender including this item is Rs………………………………../" |

2. All other terms & conditions remain unchanged.

CONTRACTS DIVISION – WRO